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GENERAL PROGRAM UPDATE 

Briefly, describe program changes, if any, which have been implemented in the previous year as a 
direct result of the Program or Student Services Learning Outcomes Assessment.  

The Fine Arts program remains consistent and strong from year to year. However, when 
assessing our AA Art Studio and AD-T Studio Art degrees, we find students need 
additional opportunities outside of the classroom to further help Articulate concepts and 
processes of art at the college level utilizing relevant terminology and vocabulary (Art 
Studio and Studio Art PLO # 4).  Our gallery program increases the effectiveness of 
meeting this objective by giving instructors opportunities to assign papers and lead class 
discussions around exhibitions and events. The gallery program and instructors 
participating in professional development, community service and additional divisional 
events provides students opportunities to engage in the work of professional 
artists/educators thereby strengthening ability of students to Creatively apply the visual 
elements and principles of Design to art forms (PLO#1) and Creatively apply the visual 
elements and principles of Design to art forms (PLO#2). 

Gallery 2017-18 
The Harold J, Miossi Gallery continues to support our programs by introducing and 
involving our student with contemporary art.  It serves as a powerful bridge to the 
community and acts as an outreach tool.  Diversity of artists and media are central to our 
mission.  The 2017-18 exhibition year included artist talks for each show and several 
extra events to further stimulate dialogue community, and engagement.   
 
Anila Agha, All the Flowers Are For Me: August 24 - September 22 
As a Pakistan –American artist, Anila creates artwork that explores global politics, 
cultural multiplicity, mass media, and social and gender roles in our current cultural and 
global scenario.  A specially arranged choir performance in the gallery by John 
Knuston’s singers provided a cross disciplinary experience for our students and the 
community.  



              
        Anila Agha talking to students 
 

Inverse Performance Art Festival: Sept 28 - 30 included artists recognized on local, 
national, and international platforms. The festival hosted a variety of performances with 
diversity of content and duration.  

 
B Ajay Sharma performs in front the CPAC 
 
 
 



Jim Dessicino, Without Papers: Oct 6-Nov 3 
Used personal narrative, sculpture and historical documents to explore what it means to 
be an immigrant.  

 
Jim Dessicino’s artist talk 
 
 
Oliver Herring, Artist Residency: Nov 13-Dec 4 / Exhibition: Dec 1 - December 22 
Oliver Herring worked with students and community members to create a dynamic 
exhibition including photographs, sculptures and two films. 

Oliver Herring working with students in the gallery.  Photo by KSBY. 

 



Organize Your Own: The Politics and Poetics of Self-Determination Movements: 
Jan 18- Feb 15 Organize Your Own features new work by contemporary artists and 
poets that responds to archival materials related to the history of white people organizing 
their own working-class white neighborhoods in Philadelphia (the October 4th 
Organization) and Chicago (the Young Patriots Organization) in keeping with the 
mandate from the Black Power movement to “organize your own” community against 
racism.  

 
Dan Wang, gave an artist talk in conjunction with Organize Your Own 

Portals: Connecting the World : Opening/ Launch February 22, 5:30pm 
Will give an opportunity to meet with some of the portals curators from around the world.  
Portals are gold spaces equipped with immersive audiovisual technology. When you enter 
a Portal, you come face-to-face with someone in a distant Portal live and full-body, as if 
in the same room. Students & community members will engage in the Portal in a variety 
of rated dialogue and events, with space for feedback and reflection.  
 
Annual Student Exhibition: April 13 - May 11 Juried by artist and Cal Poly gallery 
director, Garet Zook, this special event celebrates the hard work and talent of Cuesta 
College students.  In conjunction with the Annual Student Exhibition Opening Reception, 
we will host an Open House with art activities/demonstrations and a Faculty Exhibition 
in the Student Gallery area.  

Gallery Fundraising:   
The Harold J. Miossi Gallery Council has had an active year of outreach and fundraising.  
They secured sponsorship for four 2017-18 exhibitions and hosted two fundraising 
events.  Approximately, $22,000 will carry forward to Fall 2019 when the Miossi grant 
concludes.  We anticipate more pledges to come in the next few weeks. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://events.sanluisobispo.com/performer.aspx?perf_id=2482073


Other opportunities for students to engage with art outside the classroom: 
LA Fieldtrip to the Getty: November 2017 
Michelle Craig and Magnolia Stork organized a bus trip to the Getty museum to see 
Pacific Standard Time: Latin American and Latino Art in LA, which includes Golden 
Kingdoms: Luxury and Legacy in the Ancient Americas, The Metropolis in Latin 
America, 1830-1930, Photography in Argentina, 1850-2010, Making Art Concrete: 
Works from Argentina and Brazil in the Coleccion Patricia Phelps de Cisneros, Happy 
Birthday, Mr. Hockney. Additionally, there is the always on view collection of medieval 
and early Renaissance manuscripts, rare books, European painting, sculpture and 
decorative arts from throughout history, contemporary sculpture to encounter throughout 
the grounds, and the breathtaking views and architecture. 
 
Art Club: 
This year the art club co-advisors are Marcia Harvey and Margaret Korisheli. In the fall, 
students led a mask-making workshop, created a scarecrow for the Cambria festival, 
participated in ASCC events and student centered art critiques. For Spring semester, club 
participants have chosen dialogue and art making to build community with participants.  
Plans include student led lectures/discussions on individual artists, a short film event in 
an unusual, small and thought-provoking space, studio visits and art critiques of student 
work.   
 
Art History Club: 
Michelle Craig advises the art history club. Students discuss art on display at Art After 
Dark and other community events. Jarred Pfeiffer was a guest lecturer in the fall, sharing 
his recent travels to Istanbul and Italy. Students benefitted from the division-sponsored 
bust trip to the Getty Center in the fall and to the upcoming bus trip to LACMA in the 
spring, Plans include expanded student driven discussions on particular art historical 
themes and contemporary trends.  
 
Campus Artwork:  
Marcia Harvey is facilitating open studio time to provide an opportunity for students to 
make colorful artwork for the Student Success Center. 
 
The Second Annual - Super Short, Something Something, Mumble Mumble 
Homemade Film Festival: October 2017 
This event features short films made by faculty, students and community members. 
 

Outreach - In addition to actively provided opportunities for our students to engage 
with art, the Fine Arts division has participated in outreach to connect with 
students, the community and to boost enrollment: 
 
Fine Art faculty and students participated in the Student Success Festival and the 
Promise Day event at which Jarred Pfeiffer brought students and student work including 
a potters wheel for student demonstrations.  In addition, Michelle Craig brought student 
videos from her Art Appreciation classes and Canguo Liu brought brochures for the 
Graphics program and images of student projects. 



 
Printmaking workshops by instructor, Marcia Harvey, offered through Community 
Programs to give more people the opportunity to make art with traditional printmaking 
processes. (March, December 2016, and February 2017) 
 
Faculty & Student Events and Activities  
Margaret Korisheli attended the Becoming Equity-Minded Faculty through Your Syllabus 
Workshop. This led to a discussing the workshop at the Opening Day division meeting, 
and sharing the handouts and PowerPoint with faculty. Several faculty responded that 
they had made equity-minded changes to their syllabi.  Michelle Craig will attend the 
2018 faculty retreat that will focus on successful teaching strategies.   
 
Douglas Highland and Syl Arena completed the Cuesta College Online Teacher Training 
and are now Certified Distance Education Instructors. Inga Dorosz virtually attended 
Maintaining a Quality DE Program Online Conference through the CCC Chancellor's 
Office.  Guy Kinnear and Lauren Rayburn are approved for DE training this Spring to 
prepare for potential Art Appreciation teaching opportunities. 
 

Michelle Craig’s essay, “Community Building: Synagogue Architecture and Spatiality in 
Late Nineteenth-Century Fez” (Book Chapter), was published this summer in an edited 
volume: in The Architecture of Synagogues in the Islamic World. Mohammad Gharipour, 
ed. (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press), 2017. She completed my third and final 
year as Reviews Editor for the International Journal of Islamic Architecture in 
September 2017. Michelle presented a paper entitled ‘Not a Mirage: Connectivity, 
Photographs, and the Sahara Desert’ at the Arts Council of the African Studies 
Association (ACASA) 17th Triennial Conference, Accra, Ghana, in August 2017. She has 
been invited to participate in two Spring 2018 conferences. The proposed talks and 
conferences include: ‘Moved by the Ancestors: Processions and Festivals in the Mellah 
of Fez, Morocco’, at ‘Honoring Ancestors in Africa: Arts and Actions’ African Studies 
Program Symposium, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, April 6-8 and 
‘Across Desert Sands: Trans-Saharan Visual Culture and Exchange’, at ‘Intersection: The 
Visual Cultures of Islamic Cosmopolitanism’, Dallas Museum of Art and University of 
Texas, Dallas, Texas, May 4-5. 
Additionally, Michelle will attend the 2018 faculty retreat that will focus on successful 
teaching strategies.  She will give a faculty lecture, “The View from the Mellah, The 
Former Jewish Quarter of Fez, Morocco”, on April 18th. 
 
On December 6th, David Prochaska organized a lecture by University by Santa Barbara 
Emeritus Professor and published scholar Dr. Herbert M. Cole. Titled Maternity: Mothers 
and Children in the Arts of Africa. The lecture provided a free opportunity for both 
Cuesta College students and the community to hear a lecture on non-western art, as well 
as discuss Cole’s new book by the same title. 
 
Jarred Pfeiffer taught a 2-day workshop at Anam Cre this summer and is teaching another 
workshop there in April 2018.  3 students from the summer workshop have become 
students at Cuesta taking ceramics courses.  Jarred has also met with Amanda Eadle, 



ceramics teacher at SLO high, encouraging her to have her students take ceramics classes 
at Cuesta upon graduation.   
 
Faculty exhibitions:  
 
Robin Corell – “art” Gallery, Atascadero August, 2017. 
Marcia Harvey – Had an etching in a juried print show in Santa Rosa, CA.  
Guy Kinnear – Presented a paper at CNA conference on Frankenstein and Golem as 
metaphors of creativity.  
Louise Luthi –, Drawings and Etchings, Gallery @ Marina Square, November 2017 
Richard Fusillo - Appendage and Borough, Makeshift Makers Market at Bang the Drum 
Brewery Feb. 2017 
David Scott’s Peace Project, Steynberg Gallery, March 2018  
 
 

PROGRAM SUSTAINABILITY PLAN UPDATE 
Was a Program Sustainability Plan established in your program’s most recent Comprehensive 
Program Plan and Review? NO 
 
 
 
 
 

DATA ANALYSIS AND PROGRAM-SPECIFIC MEASUREMENTS 
Your responses to the prompts for the data elements below should be for the entire 
program. If this APPW is for multiple degrees and/or certificates then you MAY want to 
comment on each degree and/or certificate, or discuss them holistically for the entire 
program being sure to highlight relevant trends for particular degrees and/or certificates, if 
necessary. Responses in this document need only reference the most recent year’s available 
data. 



General Enrollment (Insert Aggregated Data Chart) 
Insert the data chart and explain observed differences between the program and the college 
 

 
 
Enrollment in Fine Arts has declined in the past 3 years and is 9.30% less than overall college 
enrollments.  Factors may include the lack of dual enrollment figures in the above chart and a 
paring of the schedule to make Fine Arts classes more efficient.   The loss of repeatability may 
also play a role. 
 
 

https://public.tableau.com/views/Demand_Efficiency/ENROLLMENT?amp;:embed=y&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no#1
https://public.tableau.com/views/Demand_Efficiency/ENROLLMENT?amp;:embed=y&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no#1


 
General Student Demand (Fill Rate) (Insert Aggregated Data Chart) 
Insert the data chart and explain observed differences between the program and the college. 

 
 
Fill rates for Fine arts have stayed approximately the same for the last three years.  IN 2016-17, 
we are significantly below the college fill rate.  Factors that may influence this difference 
include: 

• Moving Art 200 (Art Appreciation) courses to large lecture halls on both the SLO and 
NCC campuses.  While this helps our efficiency, it hurts our fill rate numbers since the 
courses do not enroll large numbers of students.  Overall fill rates for Art 200 were 
approximately 75% for the last three years.  

• Low enrolled capstone courses. 
• A series of recent non-Western art history courses that only recently gained state 

approval for our degrees. 
• A reluctance to cancel low enrolled courses as the college sought enrollment. 
• No 2-unit classes and/or Repeatability of courses allowed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://public.tableau.com/views/Demand_Efficiency/FillRate?amp;:embed=y&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no#1
https://public.tableau.com/views/Demand_Efficiency/FillRate?amp;:embed=y&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no#1


General Efficiency (FTES/FTEF) (Insert Aggregated Data Chart)  
Insert the data chart and explain observed differences between the program and the college. 
 
Fine Arts FTES/FTEF 

 
 
FTES/FTEF data from ARGOS: 
YEAR FALL SPRING SUMMER 
2014 13.06 12.87 13.02 
2015 13.03 12.81 13.07 
2016 13.39 12.87 13.85 
2017 11.35* 13.37  
2018  13.80  

 
Efficiency rates in the IR tableau diagramed above differ significantly from data found in 
Argos. Neither method includes dual enrollment numbers and *FALL 2017 data is 
completely skewed by dual enrollment classes that are included in the Argos data, but 
have the numbers set at zero.    
Fine Arts increased caps and enrollment maximums in twenty courses in 2017, and for 
the 2017-18 academic year, we added twelve dual enrollment classes in Graphics (11 Art 
256 and 1 Art 258). Our efficiency shown in ARGOS for Spring 2017 and 2018 brings us 
in line with overall college efficiency.  
 

http://public.tableau.com/views/Demand_Efficiency/Demand?amp;:embed=y&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no#1
http://public.tableau.com/views/Demand_Efficiency/Demand?amp;:embed=y&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no#1


At the census for Spring 2018, caps increases resulted in approximately 30 additional 
enrollments.  Every year we notice a decrease in enrollment from Fall to Spring. In 
planning schedules for the 2018-19 year, we will plan courses with efficiency as a goal 
and will significantly decrease duplicate numbers of sections.  We have seen the largest 
difference in Art 221: Drawing I from Fall to Spring. 
 
Student Success—Course Modality (Insert Data Chart) 
Insert the data chart and explain observed differences between the program and the 
college.  

 
 
Student success for DE Art 220 (Art Appreciation) courses somewhat mirrors success in face-
to-face classes.  A decline in success rate is seen in both modalities for the 2016-17 year.  
Douglas Highland and Syl Arena completed the Cuesta College Online Teacher Training and 
are now Certified Distance Education Instructors and Guy Kinnear and Lauren Rayburn are 
approved for DE training this Spring. Inga Dorosz virtually attended Maintaining a Quality DE 
Program Online Conference through the CCC Chancellor's Office. 
 

http://public.tableau.com/views/PROGRAM_REVIEW_SUCCESS/SuccessbyModality?:embed=y&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no#1
http://public.tableau.com/views/PROGRAM_REVIEW_SUCCESS/SuccessbyModality?:embed=y&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no#1


 
 

 
 
Success rates for DE graphics courses (Art 255 which primarily focuses on Illustrator and Art 
256 which primarily focuses on Photoshop) are significantly lower for DE courses.  Dialogue 
with DE instructors is needed to help determine the cause. 
 
 



Degrees and Certificates Awarded (Insert Data Chart) 
Insert the data chart and explain observed differences between the program and the 
college.  

 
 

http://public.tableau.com/views/Degrees_2/PROGRAMAWARDS?:embed=y&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no#1
http://public.tableau.com/views/Degrees_2/PROGRAMAWARDS?:embed=y&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no#1


 
 
Fine Arts continues to promote our degrees to students in our classes.   The 52nd 
commencement program listed seven AA Art Studio and nine AD-T Studio Art awards. We 
hope to see an increase in the number of students who complete our degrees and certificate. We 
also informally track our students who transfer in the arts.  (SEE CHART BELOW) 

 



 
 
General Student Success – Course Completion (Insert Aggregated Data Chart) 
Review the Disaggregated Student Success charts; include any charts that you will reference. 
Describe any departmental or pedagogical outcomes that have occurred as a result of 
programmatic discussion regarding the data presented. 

 
The disparity between academically and non-academically prepared is significant. Fine 
Arts strives to increase student success.  Fine Arts instructors are encouraged to reach out 
to students who are struggling or have missed more than one class session.  Students are 
asked to seek additional help in office hours. As mentioned above, Margaret Korisheli 
shared information from the Becoming Equity-Minded Faculty through Your Syllabus 
Workshop, which lead several faculty to make equity-minded changes to their syllabi.  
Michelle Craig will attend the 2018 faculty retreat that will focus on successful teaching 
strategies.  (College wide Successful Course Completion for low-income students in 
2016-17 was 60.10%.)  
 
Successful Course Completion (2016-17) by age group for Fine Arts ranged from 
73.57% for students under 20 to 80.90% for students over 50.  Fine Arts courses attract 
retired community members who have a range of experience and considerable time to 
devote to class assignments and homework, which may account for higher success rates. 
 
Successful Course Completion (2016-17) by DSPS was 72.46%, which was slightly, 
lower than non-DSPS at 74.84% 
 

http://public.tableau.com/views/PROGRAM_REVIEW_SUCCESS/SuccessOverall?amp;:embed=y&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no#1
http://public.tableau.com/views/PROGRAM_REVIEW_SUCCESS/SuccessOverall?amp;:embed=y&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no#1
http://public.tableau.com/views/PROGRAM_REVIEW_SUCCESS/Program_Review_Department_Success?amp;:embed=y&:display_count=no&:showVizHome=no#1


 
Successful Course Completion (2016-17) by Ethnicity seems relatively similar. 
  
Successful Course Completion (2016-17) for Veterans is similar at 74.16% for non-
Veterans and 76.92% for Veterans.   
 
Successful Course Completion (2016-17) was 68.34% for Promise students and 75.13% 
for non-promise students.  (College wide 66.03% Promise students and 75.50% for non-
Promise.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
PROGRAM OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST AND NARRATIVE  

 
CHECKLIST: 

☐   SLO assessment cycle calendar is up to date. YES 
☐   All courses scheduled for assessment have been assessed in eLumen. YES 
☐   Program Sustainability Plan progress report completed (if applicable). N/A 
 

NARRATIVE: 
Briefly describe program changes, if any, which have been implemented in the previous year as 
a direct result of the Program or Student Services Learning Outcomes Assessment.  
 
Feedback from Individual Disciplines on Outreach and Enrollment: 
 
Art History: Art History strives to serve all of the students taking art history courses. 
ART 200 – Art Appreciation continues to serve the most students, albeit the majority are 
non-majors. Art 200 ground and DE classes improve the division’s FTES. We now teach 
3 DE sections and add 9-week intensive courses as needed (1-2). ART 200 DE is also 
offered in the summer. Currently two faculty teach DE sections, and two additional 
faculty are currently in training to teach DE. While the sections in larger classrooms in 
SLO and North County help to increase our FTES, they also hurt our efficiency. We 
continue to offer classes in North County. The Art History program’s two-year rotation is 
now implemented by Michelle Craig and Stephanie Fikri. Our non-Western classes (Art 
207, 208, 209, and 210) are taught by Michelle. These courses allow students to engage 
with diverse cultures not covered in other fields on campus. Students overwhelming 
support the inclusion of non-Western arts. Michelle hopes to work with Counseling and 
reach out to other divisions to encourage more students to try these courses. As AAT 
majors now outnumber AHPP majors, a 3-course certificate of Art 202, Art 295, and one 
non-Western course may be created to encourage enrollment in these low-enrolled 
courses. Additionally, DE versions of Art 203 and Art 204 will be planned. We know we 
are losing students to other colleges that offer DE courses when our ground courses 
conflict. Art 204 has the best enrollment at Cuesta, but a DE opportunity would most 
likely fill easily. Art 203 is currently only offered once every 2 years due to low 
enrollment, which potentially hinders our majors from completing their degree in a 
timely fashion. Offering Art 203 DE would better allow students to finish their AAT 
degree. 
 
Ceramics: The ceramics area continues efforts to capture as many FTES as possible.  
The area currently offers 7 classes including ART 280 for night and Saturday students 
and ART 281a, ART 281b for night students.  Teri Sanders-Brown and Mike Norton 
teach these courses.  Ariane Leiter has taught ART 280 as a summer course for the past 
two years.  Many of the students who take the summer course then enroll in a ceramics 
course in the Fall.  Ceramics is open to discussing offering classes at different times to 
capture more students as we continue to try to increase fill rates.   
 



Summer 2017 Lab Tech Grant Frempter resigned after a wonderful two years of service.  
In September, his replacement, Cody Winklepleck started as the new lab tech for 
ceramics.  He has been an asset to the program and has learned quickly how to fulfill the 
job duties and interact with the students.  He has been a tremendous help in running an 
efficient studio. 
 
Thanks to Dean Madeline Medeiros, the ceramics facility was able to replace two top 
loading Skutt electric kilns that where in dire need.  The previous kilns lasted almost 20 
years in a studio environment.  The new kilns are installed and firing successfully.  Jarred 
Pfeiffer also had maintenance space vent hoods allowing the new kilns to have more 
space.  Kilns are supposed to have 18” of space around them while the previous ones 
were installed with 4” of space.  This should increase the longevity of the new kilns.  Lab 
Tech Cody Winklepleck created clipboards and firing logs allowing faculty to track the 
number and type of firings on the kilns.   
 
Once again, the Cuesta College Foundation was incredibly generous in awarding Jarred 
Pfeiffer 2 foundation grants.  $1,300 for a computerized test kiln is on order and $13,000 
for a replacement front loading electric kiln.  The test kiln will allow students to test 
crystalline glazes and glazes that require a slow cooling program.  The replacement 
electric kiln should last the program for the next 15-20 years and allow for precise firing 
of large work that would be too difficult, or too big, to load in a top loading electric.   
 
 
Graphics: 
 
Graphics had been experimenting with optimal class times.  We are no longer offering a 
6-hour Friday class due to low enrollment.  Our 3:30 twice a week, introductory courses 
have been filling well.  Several high school enrichment students enroll each semester. 
 
In spring 2018, we hired Molly Pepe to teach Art 255. 
 
Our advisory committee has met each semester to offer advice on courses, programs and 
equipment.  At our last meeting, it was recommended that we survey local professionals 
in the field to determine what short courses and certificates would best meet their needs 
for professional development.  Our goal is to create one or two courses to be offered on 
weekends.  We received funding for a large printer from CTE grants.  
 
Full-time Graphics instructor, Canguo Liu, wrote a short Intro to Graphics course for the 
Grizzly Academy, which he will teach in the future on Saturdays.  This semester, he is 
teaching a Business Education CIS 101 course for the Grizzly Academy as an emergency 
hire.   
 
Discussion is underway for the creation of one or more small certificates in Graphics.  
We are considering a 3-unit professional development certificate and two 9-unit targeted 
graphic certificates: one may emphasize web/UX design and the other Motion Graphics.  
We are still waiting for the release of the AD-T Graphics degree. 



 
2-D (Drawing, Painting, Printmaking: 
 
The 2-D area had a history robust enrollment until the last two Spring semesters when we 
noticed a marked decline in enrollment for Art 221 Drawing I courses.  We have adjusted 
the schedule by reducing the NCC offerings from two to one section of Art 221 and 
reducing the SLO campus offering from seven to five sections.    
 
New developments include offering Art 222 Drawing II on the NCC in Fall 2018 due to 
higher course demand in Fall semesters; our NCC drawing instructor, Louise Luthi 
reports that students who live in North County have been requesting intermediate 2-D 
courses for many years.  After repeated requests from students, we have plans to bring 
back Book Arts to the SLO campus in spring 2019.  David Prochaska wrote a Book Arts 
II course that will be offered concurrently with Book Arts I. 
 
Most pressing in the 2-D area is the need for additional 2-D tech hours.  Please see 
Staffing Projections below for a more detailed explanation of this need. 
 
Photography: The Photography Area installed a major upgrade for digital photography. 
The digital classroom was re-designed to accommodate 20 students and which allowed 
raising the enrollment maximum for all digital photography classes from 16 to 20. Art 
249A Digital Photography I DE (distance education) was introduced for Fall 2017 and 
Art 249B Digital Photography II was introduced for Spring 2018. The DE 249A showed 
very strong enrollment numbers for both Fall 2017 & Spring 2018. The traditional 
darkroom classes Art 244 & Art 245 as well as the specialized classes; Art 251 
Alternative Photographic Processes, & Art 252 Photographic Lighting, still show strong 
enrollment numbers. Based on continued declining enrollment numbers for the college as 
a whole, the Photography Area responded by cutting 2 sections of classes. This improved 
the area’s efficiency to a higher-level vs. the previous year and maintained enrollment 
that was slightly higher than the college mean. For Fall 2018, we will be offering a 15-
week Art 249A Digital Photography I class at a latter start time of 3:30. This is to try and 
gain enrollment of potential high school students and those wanting an evening class. 
Additionally, we will be exploring and working towards the idea of offering a 9-unit 
certificate in Photography starting Fall 2019.  

 



Digital Photography classroom 7175 (20 computers) 
 
Sculpture: The 3-D sculpture area has tried to increase efficiency by polling students as 
to preferred times for courses and tracking enrollment history.  Sculpture has been 
scheduled for the afternoon in Fall 2018, in the hopes of improving somewhat low 
enrollments.  Bronze casting projects are introduced in introductory courses to build 
enrollment in the foundry course.  Our recent vacuum casting process has had great 
success in introducing a small, bronze logo project for 3-D design. Successful outdoor 
projects on campus have drawn coverage from the Tribune and KSBY.  The most recent 
project by Robin Corell’s Sculpture I class in Fall 2017, included nine life-size sculptures 
of children in a variety of materials and exhibited in nine different locations scattered 
around campus.  The piece was designed to draw attention to human trafficking and how 
the people it affects are around our community and often seen as disposable humans 
occupying undesirable jobs.   

 
Sculpture by student Maria Quesada-Santana 
 
Sculpture is also exploring and working towards offering a 9-unit certificate starting Fall 
2019; the focus would be Sculpture Foundry, which gives students a small credential for 
working in commercial foundries and/or an emphasis area to add to our AA Art Studio or 
AD-T Studio Art degrees.  
 
 
  



PROGRAM PLANNING / FORECASTING FOR THE NEXT ACADEMIC YEAR 
Briefly describe any program plans for the upcoming academic year. These may include, but are 
not limited to the following: (Note: you do not need to respond to each of the items below). If 
there are no forecasted plans for the program, for the upcoming year, indicate: NONE. 
 
Analysis of Program Assessment for AA Art Studio/ADT Studio Art  
Program Learning Outcomes 
From March 2, 2018 division meeting 
 
All of the students who were enrolled in the Fall 2017 Portfolio presentation class met the 
Program Learning Outcomes for Art Studio/Studio Art.  Several students excelled in all 
outcomes and a couple students minimally met the outcomes.  Two students in the 
Portfolio class produced work at another institution, so were not included in the 
assessment.  
 
Fine Arts faculty had the following comments: 
 
One instructor said the loss of Repeatability has hurt the quality of the student work.  As 
mentioned last year, we have tried to counteract with families of courses. Next year, a 
new course, Painting III, will have state approval to expand our family of painting 
courses.  Photography may start curriculum for Photography III. 
 
Prerequisites are important for success in intermediate courses.  Since our college does 
not enforce art prerequisites, instructors should emphasis the importance in syllabi and on 
first day of classes. 
 
We need to continue talking with students about degree/certificate completion and the 
optimal pathway for taking studio art classes. 
 
Students who stay 3-4 years build a strong portfolio, however we will not discourage 
students from applying for transfer after two-years of study at Cuesta.   
 
Planned certificates may result in stronger work in disciplines that are pursing 9-unit 
certificates: Sculpture, Graphics (2-3 planned certificates), and Photography.  These 
certificates could stand-alone or partner with our AA or ADT to give suggested 
concentrations in these areas.  Our AA degree has enough flexibly for any student to 
create a their own concentration in a studio discipline. 
 
Animation students tend to be weak on drawing skills, as demonstrated in this group of 
students and in past assessments.  We will consider an Animation Certificate of 12-15 
units. Suggested include courses ART: 220, 221, 224, 255, 265.  An Illustration 
Certificate is another possibility, although at this time there was not consensus to move 
forward in this concentration.    
 



Our Graphic Design program is now assessed primarily through the Graphic Design II 
course, however work from Art 293: Portfolio may still be considered.  This assessment 
will take place at the end of Spring 2018 when Graphic Design II concludes. 
 
The outcome to articulate concepts and processes of art at the college level, including 
command of basic art vocabulary was met by all students.  The writing was better this 
year, which may, partially, be a result of the writing assignments and feedback given in 
Art History classes by our second-year, full-time Art Historian, Michelle Craig. 
 
We would like to better track students who have transferred.  We will check if 
Institutional Research can help, perhaps specifically, by tracking ADT transfers.   
 
Each year, a significant number of our students are accepted at Cal Poly and several 
students with Bachelors degrees come to our program to build a portfolio of work for 
acceptance to graduate school.  Both groups demonstrate our strong program.   Toward 
the end of Spring semester, we will informally track all transfer students. 
 

A. New or modified plans for achieving program-learning outcomes: 
 
As mentioned above, several areas in Fine Arts plan to pursue small certificates.  
Our decisions will be based on program-learning outcomes, community surveys 
and the upcoming changes in State funding. 

Each studio discipline plans to pursue Cuesta Foundation Grant funding.  Grant 
proposals are based on ways to help our students meet course and program 
outcomes.  Staying current with technology and state-of-the-art equipment is 
essential for preparing our students for transfer and career options.  (PLO#6 Assess 
professional artistic career and transfer options.) 

B. Anticipated changes in curriculum, scheduling or delivery modality: 
 

All textbooks will be updated before the end of spring semester to be effective Fall 
2018.  Art History plans add DE and Hybrid modalities to Art 203 and Art 204.  
 
We will continue to assess the benefit of adding late-start 9-week courses shortly 
after the semester begins.   We are also experimenting with late-start 15 and 16-
week courses, particularly in the Fall when we may capture Cal Poly students and 
parents of school age children.   Discussion of hybrid classes is ongoing, but no 
plans have been set. 

 
C. Levels, delivery or types of services: none 

 
D. Facilities changes:  

 
Safety in the studio classrooms continues to be a high priority, but the complexity 
of funding and required work from Facilities or outside contractors have keep 



these projects from being funded for years.  
They include: Lighting in the Ceramics courtyard, Ventilation in the Painting 
classroom (7125), A fumigation hood for the Sculpture courtyard patina station, 
and HVAC improvements to control heating and cooling in the classroom of the 
older section of the 7100 building. We wish to draw attention to these projects in 
the event major funding becomes available before the issuance of the last bond, 
which includes remodels for 7100 buildings and outside work areas. 

 
E. Staffing projections: 

 
Fine Arts needs a full- time 2-D instructor in North County. We have been down a 
full-time faculty since a 2014 retirement.  The ratio of part-time 2-D faculty and 
the large number of courses justifies a need in this area, but equally important is 
the need for someone to oversee the Fine Arts program in North County.  A full-
time position would increase enrollment, inspire students to get involved in the 
program, engage in outreach in the North County, establish relationships with the 
community, bring vitality and new courses to the NCC program and oversee the 
new facilities coming on line in Fall 2018.  We will continue to push for this 
position through the faculty prioritization process. 
 
The 2-D area needs increased ours for our 2-D tech.  The 2-D area has been 
without adequate tech support for years due to the increase in responsibilities for 
our Fine Art tech, the retirement of a full-time 2-D faculty, and the addition of a 
new building in 2001. This has placed an unfair workload on our full-time 2-D 
instructor who is gaining increased responsibilities on the North County Campus 
as we strive to grow our program with our wonderful new classroom. We are 
making a two-fold request: 

 
• To increase the 2-D Tech position from 10 hours to 20 hours on a permanent 

basis.  
 

• Until permanently increased hours can be granted, Fine Arts is seeking a 
minimum of 5-hours of temporary tech support for open studio access in the 2-
D Painting and Drawing area.  

 
Students in the 2-D courses have had the least hours of tech support and access to 
open studio time even though the 2-D area generates the largest student 
enrollment in Fine Arts studio courses. This lack of access has had a direct effect 
on the ability of students to finish their assigned projects and has highlighted 
inequality between 2-D and the Fine Arts disciplines of Ceramics, Sculpture and 
Photography, which all have at least 20 hours of tech support each week (partly 
due to safety concerns) and Friday Open Studio hours for students.  Open studio 
times provide the following benefits for students: 

 
• Make-up work from absences 
• Excel on class projects 



• Spend more time preparing work for transfer portfolios 
• Provide extra time for students with DSPS accommodations 
• Contribute to building a strong and creative student community 

 
In addition, to providing access and technical advice for students, the studio techs 
use Open Studio time to make necessary repairs to equipment and maintain the 
safety, cleanliness, and organization of the studio classrooms. 

 
F. Other 

 
Our gallery has planned diverse and educational 2018-19 exhibitions and 
programming.  Our gallery council will continue to engage in outreach and 
fundraising for gallery operations and the gallery endowment.   
 
Fine Arts faculty and staff will participate in campus events and create new ways 
to increase enrollment in our program and create interaction among our students 
and the community.  Events include our annual open house and faculty exhibition 
(April 14, 2018), workshops, outreach events, and jurying and exhibitions 
opportunities.  In May, Margaret Korisheli will jury the High School Portfolio 
competition at the San Luis Obispo Art Museum.  In July, Jarred Pfeiffer will 
participate in a 5-week residency in the mountains in the state of Georgia.   The 
division will develop flyers and/or short video to promote our programs to dual 
enrollment classes. 
 
Budget requests are detailed within the Resource Plan with our top ten needs 
prioritized through a collaborative process.  Our number one request is to increase 
the hours for our 2-D Tech. Other top-ten requests are primarily for equipment and 
technology.  We will submit Foundation Grant and/or CTE Grant requests for most 
of these items. We are extremely grateful for past Foundation, Dean and State 
grant funding. 
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